TOWNSHIP 5 SOUTH, RANGE 10 WEST

NW 1/16 Corner, Section 36, T5S, R10W

Set 1\(\frac{1}{4}\)" x 36" stainless steel pipe for the corner, established by Longview Fibre Company with a 2" brass cap marked as illustrated:

```
1972
NW 1/16
S36
RS 558
```

From which:

3\(\frac{1}{4}\)" Hemlock bears North 11.41 feet; scribed "NW 1/16 S36"; screw nail, lead washer, yellow aluminum section marker plate.

28" Hemlock bears S 38° E 8.55 feet; scribed "NW 1/16 S36 BT"; screw nail, lead washer, yellow aluminum section marker plate.

Corner is 143' south of creek, course S 37° E.

Aspect: East

September 5, 1972

Set by: Russ Bass, LFCO. (RS 558)
Monumented by: Wayne Brewer, R. Thompson, R. McCollam, R. Mansfield

W 1/16 Corner, Sections 25/36, T5S, R10W

Found post with scribe for corner, established by U. S. Forest Service by proportionate measurement, in 1959

From which I found the following reference trees:

16" Hemlock bears S 74° W 21.4 feet; U.S. Forest Service metal location poster dated 1959.

40" Fir bears N 33° W 20.0 feet; U.S. Forest Service metal location poster.

Aspect: Steep NE

August, 1972

Found by: Wayne Brewer, LFCO.
Witnesses: R. McCollam,
R. Thompson,
R. Mansfield
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